Abstract-Estimating mobile user speed is a problematic issue which has significant impacts to radio resource management and also to the mobility management of Long Term Evolution (LTE) networks. This paper introduces two algorithms that can estimate the speed of mobile user equipments (UE), with low computational requirement, and without modification of neither current user equipment nor 3GPP standard protocol. The proposed methods rely on uplink (UL) sounding reference signal (SRS) power measurements performed at the eNodeB (eNB) and remain efficient with large sampling period (e.g., 40 ms or beyond). We evaluate the effectiveness of our algorithms using realistic LTE system data provided by the eNB Layer1 team of Alcatel-Lucent. Results show that the classification of UE's speed required by LTE can be achieved with high accuracy. In addition, they have minimal impact to the central processing unit (CPU) and the memory of eNB modem. We see that they are very practical to today's LTE networks and would allow a continuous and real-time UE speed estimation.
I. INTRODUCTION
The large penetration of mobile devices with wireless connectivity provides new capabilities to support various smart applications and services. Due to their small size and popularity, mobile devices allow users to access wireless networks anywhere and anytime while undergoing various activities and all kinds of mobility, raising new challenges to wireless systems and protocols. This creates regimes where wireless networks are pushed to operate close to their performance limits, dictated by current architectural considerations. Besides, to enhance network capacity for increasing traffic demands [1] , cellular networks become heterogeneous networks (HetNets) by adding small cells (e.g., metro, pico or femtocells either indoor or outdoor) to existing macro cells.
With the deployment of HetNets, mobility management has become a more challenging issue because of the increased These results have been produced in the framework of the common research lab between INRIA and Bell labs.
This work has been done when Majed Haddad was with INRIA SophiaAntipolis, France. complexity due to inter-layer Radio Resource Management (RRM), between macro and small cells. A mobile user has a great freedom to switch from one cell to another, whereas the network must ensure continuous service and high-quality user experience. Supporting service continuity is especially challenging due to potentially high handover frequency and new requirement of ultra low latency [2] . However, if the UE's mobility information is available for mobility management and network optimization, the network can proactively adapt to the user and guarantee seamless and smooth UE handover with optimal cell selection to ensure good end-user quality and high performance [3] .
Knowledge of UE mobility can also be very beneficial to transmission scheduling [4] , mobility load balancing [5] , channel quality indicator (CQI) feedback enhancement [6] , energy efficiency enhancement [7] , and many resource management scenarios. For example, choosing the most suitable channel dependent scheduling scheme for LTE, either frequency selective scheduling (FSS) or frequency diversity scheduling (FDS), would depend on the user velocity. Frequency selective scheduling shall be preferred for low-speed UEs. At high UE speed, due to significant Doppler effect, the frequency dependent channel information is not accurate such that it would be better to employ FDS.
To address the issue of mobility, 3GPP Release 9 introduces mobility robustness optimization (MRO) features to the self-optimization functions [8] . The objective of MRO is to dynamically improve the network performance of handovers (HO) in order to provide enhanced high Quality of Experience (QoE) for the users as well as increased network capacity. This is done by automatically adapting cell parameters to adjust handover thresholds based on feedback of performance indicators.
A. Contributions
In this paper, we address the problem of determining the speed or speed class of the UE for mobility management in LTE radio access network (RAN). We present two different methods for UE speed estimation, which rely on already available SRS power measurements performed by LTE base station, called eNB. The solutions aim at taking advantage of the speed dependent time variations of slow fading (i.e., shadowing) in the SRS measurements. These properties are captured by a metric defined by each method. The metric is computed online and then compared with a reference curve or a look-up table (database), with respect to the shadowing decorrelation distance D (see Fig. 1 ). The first method, Spectral Analysis Method (SAM), evaluates the maximum frequency of oscillation of SRS measurements, built on Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). The second one, Time-based Spectrum Spreading Method (TSSM), evaluates in time domain the speed dependent spectrum spreading of the SRS signal. From a system deployment standpoint, TSSM is easier to implement as SAM requires an accurate selection of the frequency peak, which may be difficult to obtain under some conditions. In terms of speed estimation accuracy, both TSSM and SAM have good performance. Note that the computational cost of TSSM is very low. It has very limited impact to the CPU of the base station (eNB). Both methods can be deployed in current networks and can allow a continuous and real-time UE speed estimation (a.k.a. speed tracking).
Note that the proposed methods belong to network-based solutions according to 3GPP-LTE standard since they are based on UL SRS power measurements conducted at the eNB (the eNB measures the SRS transmitted by UE). However, notice that this is not a restriction of the proposed algorithms, which may also be implemented at the mobile UE depending on system or implementation preference. In that case, we may rather use LTE downlink Reference Signal Received Power (RSRP) instead of SRS. Besides, the methods we propose allow large sampling period, which implies that UEs can send SRS less frequently and save energy. Clearly, the more frequently the UE sends SRS, the higher will be the speed estimation accuracy. However, this would come at the cost of higher energy consumption. For the UE power saving purpose (there is always a hard energy constraint), we resort to explore the characteristics of large-scale fading, namely the shadow fading, and use it to estimate UE speed, under large sampling period. It is known that the channel variation due to shadowing would become significant when the receiver moves over distances greater than several tens of the carrier wavelength. Besides, in practice, SRS fast fading often would be flattened during measurements when performing power averaging in LTE. For these reasons, we devise solutions by using the large-scale shadow fading characteristics but not the small-scale fast fading (see existing methods in Section I-B). In addition, we target computationally efficient methods, with minimal impact to the CPU and memory of eNB modem.
B. Existing Speed Estimation Techniques
Several methods were proposed to estimate the speed of UEs in some specific use cases. Crossing based methods count the number of times that a process crosses a certain level [9] . Covariance based methods estimate the speed by computing the covariance function of the received signal [10] , [11] . Maximum likelihood (ML) based methods rely on periodic channel estimation [12] . Power spectrum based methods estimate the Doppler frequency based on the characteristics of the power spectrum of the fading channel. The main drawback of these methods is that they do not cope with the large periodicity of LTE SRS measurements since they assume analyzing the speed dependent fast fading characteristics of the signals. In practice, due to large sampling period of SRS, the Nyquist frequency for avoiding spectrum aliasing is reduced, which limits the maximum observable Doppler frequency and thus decreases the maximum observable UE speed. Furthermore, it is known that crossing methods are less efficient than covariance methods for small observation windows. Both techniques are sensitive to noise for small Doppler spreads. The ML based methods could provide near-optimal performance but require the knowledge of the signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) and the Gaussian noise level and have high implementation complexity. Another approach based on timing advancement (TA) updates has been recently developed. However, this method only provides estimate of radial speed and thus under estimates actual speed, which may lead to steer high speed UEs to small cells resulting in an increase in HO failures and call drop rate.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
A wireless channel can be modeled by a series of random variables to represent their impact on the strength of the signal received at the UE side. In principle, the channel link gain can be decoupled into the following components: the distancedependent path loss, large-scale slow channel variation which is often caused by large scale (shadow) fading, and small scale (fast) variation.
As aforementioned, in this work we explore channel fading characteristics for estimating user speed. The following statistical model has been developed for land mobile radio systems see for example [13] in which the amplitude of the channel r(t) is a product of the envelope of a Rayleigh process, which is denoted by (t), and a shadowing process (t) such that
Note that the Rayleigh distributed process is to account for fast fading and is given by the envelope of a complex Gaussian random process. On the other hand, the shadowing can be modeled by a log-normal random variable. Using Gudmundson's correlation model which is also adopted by 3GPP standard [14] , we can write (t) as a first-order auto-regressive process in the spatial domain by a lognormal process:
where the parameters dB and µ dB are called the shadow standard deviation and mean respectively. Note that both of them are in decibel (dB) values. Meanwhile, (t) is a spatial Gaussian process and has the following lognormal probability density function (PDF): The spatial autocorrelation between the shadow fadings at two points separated by a distance is known as:
where ⇢ is the correlation between two points separated by a certain distance D, and d is the dummy variable. For example, measurements indicate that for sub-urban macro cells with a frequency carrier f c = 900 MHz, ⇢ = 0.82 for D = 100 m, whereas for urban micro cells with f c ' 2 GHz, ⇢ = 0.3 for D = 10 m (see [15] - [17] ). This model can be simplified after removing its empirical dependence by letting ⇢ = 1/e, which yields
where D is called the decorrelation distance. It refers to how far does a mobile has to move for the shadowing to change. This decorrelation distance usually varies with the propagation environment and carrier frequency and should be obtained empirically. When the receiver is mobile, the spatial autocorrelation can be translated into time autocorrelation such that the shadowing behaves as a correlated time-varying process. The time autocorrelation can be obtained from (5) by substituting by v⌧ such that
where v is the UE's speed and t is the time variable. The central idea is to define a metric that is an implicit function of the autocorrelation function of SRS measurements. This metric is related to v/D, since the autocorrelation is a function of v/D as shown in (6) . This speed dependency of the metric will enable us to distinguish UE speeds, by comparison to a reference database (i.e., a look-up table) that provides oneto-one mapping between the metric and UE speed, for a given decorrelation distance D.
As shown in Fig. 1 , there are three functional elements in our solutions:
1) Online computation of method-specific metric for currently received SRS measurements.
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III. SPECTRAL ANALYSIS METHOD (SAM)
The measured signal strengths are subject to speed dependent variations which can be explored through a spectral analysis for revealing specific information such as the frequency, phase and amplitude of the component sinusoids. With low speed UE, the SRS measurements vary slowly since they are often highly correlated for a long duration, whereas with high speed UE, the period of high correlation is relatively short. Our spectral representation of the SRS measurements aims to capture this speed dependent "oscillation" frequency of the shadow fading. For the spectral analysis of SRS, we compute the power spectrum density (PSD), i.e., the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function, as follows:
By replacing R (⌧ ) with its expression in (6), we obtain after some calculations:
which is a Lorentzian function with f 0 = v D . Therefore a "resonance" frequency appears under the effect of velocity at frequency f = v D . This resonance frequency is used as our SAM metric.
The spectral analysis method (SAM) consists in detecting the speed dependent maximum oscillation frequency of shadow fading (i.e., the resonance frequency). This is obtained by detecting the peak frequency after fast Fourier transform (FTT) of SRS measurements. This peak frequency is then compared to a reference database (see Fig. 1 ) which provides a one-to-one mapping between the peak frequency at the database and the one computed at the UE side. The database is built based on measurements that are collected in the field and processed offline with FFT. In Fig. 2 , we show 1 the SAM metric under different decorrelation distances for a block period size of 16 s. We notably compare the theoretical peak frequency expressed as
and the simulated peak frequency. T in the expression above stands for the measurements sampling period. One can observe that the theoretical peak frequency provides a very good match to the peak frequency determined from simulation results. The peak frequency increases linearly with v. For a fixed speed 1 The holes in the curves are only due to lack of data in the intervals in question. v, it can be verified from Fig. 2 that the peak frequency is a monotonic decreasing function of D. Moreover, it is clear that the error on v will increase due to the error on D since we have from (9) that
SAM requires the calculation of one FFT per speed estimation which induces a non negligible computational cost and requires large memory, especially for large size of processed blocks: 256 · ln(256) = 1419 operations per UE speed estimation for blocks of 256 samples and 512·ln(512) = 3194 operations per UE speed estimation for blocks of 512 samples.
IV. TIME-BASED SPECTRAL SPREADING METHOD (TSSM)
Considering zero mean of the received signal amplitude r(t), we obtain after deriving the autocorrelation function of the received signal with respect to ⌧
Under the assumption of stationarity of the autocorrelation function R rr , when deriving again the above equation, one gets
which gives from [18]
In particular, the absolute value of the above second derivation of R rr when ⌧ tends to 0 + is as follows: Taking the value of the second derivative at ⌧ = 0, we have
Using the expression of the autocorrelation function of the shadowing R (⌧ ) in (6), the second derivative of the autocorrelation function of the shadowing at the left hand side of (13) can be expressed as
We can see that the second derivative of the autocorrelation of the shadowing is proportional to the square of the speed. Combining (15) and (16), we find a relation between the speed v and the variance of the derivative of the SRS measurements r(t), namely h⇣ṙ (t)
The TSSM metric is deduced from Eq. (17) . It is obtained from SRS measurements by computing r h⇣ṙ
where r N is the normalized SRS signal, i.e., r N (t) = r(t) .
Remark 1.
We note that the above TSSM metric equals to v/D corresponding to f peak = v/D, which is the spectrum spreading of the power spectral density in (8) in the time domain. Fig. 3 depicts the TSSM metric computed according to Eq. (18) as function of the speed. As expected, we find a similar result to SAM: the TSSM metric is a linearly increasing function of the speed v, which increases for decreasing D. This is due to the fact that the two metrics are inversely proportional to D as pointed out by Eq. (9) for SAM and Eq. (18) for TSSM.
We end up by having the following TSSM speed estimate approximation as a function of the normalized received signal amplitude r N (t), namely
TSSM aims to detect the speed dependent spreading of the power spectral density in the time domain, by exploiting the variance of the temporal derivative of the SRS signal, after normalization. A TSSM metric is then determined and compared to a reference database for determining the UE speed class. The reference database is embedded in the software of the eNB and provides a one-to-one mapping between TSSM metric and UE speed. It is built based on measurements from the field or experimental work offline. The main functional elements of TSSM are the normalization operation, the computation of derivatives and the computation of variance. The method has a much lower computation complexity than for SAM. It requires around 10 operations per UE speed estimation and a buffer size of 256 samples. In what follows, we detail the implementation steps required for TSSM as described in Fig. 4 .
Taking blocks of N samples of SRS measurements, denoted by X i = [X i+1 . . . X i+N ], the signal is first normalized:
Next, the derivatives are computed over the temporal blocks as follows:
where n is the delay between two derivative points. This operation enables to capture only the slow variations of shadowing through the smoothing of the signal and therefore reducing fast fading and Doppler variations. The TSSM metric is then computed per block i from the set of all derivatives d k below
where K is the number of derivatives computed on block i and m is the mean value over these K derivatives. Finally, the estimated metric in (22) is compared to the reference database. The speed that corresponds to the metric in the database that is closest to the metric we computed, is outputted as the estimated UE speed.
V. SIMULATIONS RESULTS
We evaluate the two proposed methods in 3GPP-LTE setup by using realistic eNB power measurements of UL SRS pro- greater than or equal to 90 kmph. We define the following performance metrics:
• Let P 0 (D) be the probability of correct speed classification, • Let P 1 (D) be the probability of classifying the UE speed into the right class or the neighbor (immediately higher or lower) speed class.
While computing the probability of speed classification, we further consider errors on the shadowing decorrelation distance
The term "no error on D" stands for the case where the algorithm has chosen the right mapping (among the possible Ds) for the UE metric computed online and the metric computed offline in the database. An error of x% means that the algorithm has chosen a wrong mapping with an error of x% on the right D.
A. Spectral Analysis Method (SAM)
We report in Table I the bias and the standard deviation of the error on the speed estimates using SAM method, considering 256 and 512 FFT samples. The simulations are done for a decorrelation distance of 20 m and 50 m. The performance is slightly degraded with larger D (in particular the bias, and is improved by an increase on the FFT block size (from 256 samples to 512 samples) as, with higher FFT samples, more shadowing oscillation periods can be observed. Table II depicts the probability of correct classification with 4 speed classes. As expected, we first notice that the probability of correct speed class estimation is improved with the increase in the number of samples, since a larger number of samples allows to better capture the variation of the shadowing effect. We also observe that the probability of correct classification is always greater than or equal to 95% if the decorrelation distance mapping is correctly selected. Table III reports the average bias and the standard deviation of the speed estimation errors using TSSM method, considering block size of 256 or 512 samples, and decorrelation distances of 20 and 50 meters. Here, the bias and standard deviation are around 12 meters for both D = 20 m and 50 m. They decrease to 7 and 6 m respectively, by increasing the block size (from 256 to 512 samples). Table  IV summarizes speed classification probabilities with 256 samples considering 4 UE speed classes. The probability of correct speed classification with 4 classes is always higher than 98% when the database is correctly selected. Tables I  and III has not been taken into account in the speed estimation procedure. The classification probabilities in Table II for SAM,  and in Table IV for TSSM will be naturally further enhanced after bias subtraction.
Remark 2. It is noteworthy, that the bias values in

VI. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
We have addressed the problem of estimating the UE speed in LTE radio access network by means of network-based algorithms. The two methods presented here rely on SRS measurements performed by the eNB with a large periodicity (40 ms or more). While most of the existing speed estimation methods exploit fast fading characteristics, the proposed methods make use of the properties of slow fading (shadowing). These properties are captured either through a spectral analysis method (for SAM), or through the analysis in time domain of the speed dependent power spectrum spreading (for TSSM) of the received signal. In addition to the fact that they do not require any modification from a UE standpoint, both SAM and TSSM have shown good performances in terms of probability of successful speed classification (with 80% minimum), provided that the lookup table in the data base is properly selected. TSSM has a lower computational requirement and CPU memory than SAM, enabling UE speed tracking through adaptive implementation.
